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Three Years as Chairman
I was asked to do a little article about the role of the Chairman. That would mean describing what the Chairman’s job involved - or, certainly, what I found the Chairman’s job to involve. So here we go.
The chairman’s job is actually fairly easy-going. Certainly, compared to several of the other
roles within the committee. You need to ‘chair’ the committee meetings that happen each
month as well as the AGM, and you need to say a few welcome words at events, such as
the Ice Divers’ Ball. Easy peasey!
Depending on the committee members present (mentioning no names!), committee meetings can at times pose challenges for the ‘chair’. Mainly in terms of encouraging a topic to
be brought to a conclusion and ensuring all of us get home at a reasonable time, while still
allowing everyone to feel they have contributed their bit. There is also the ‘not really defined’ job of just checking up on committee members, that they are dealing with the bits
they need to and, in some cases, be a sounding board for them. The Chairman does not
have a principal task in this area, so there is a general responsibility to just keep a bit of an
eye on everything. Usually everyone is in control of their tasks, making the Chairman’s job
nice and easy (did I say that already?), but sometimes asking the right questions at a meeting can help keep actions on track (again, no mention of names).
A few of the current committee members are standing down from their roles and are not
standing for other positions either. Meaning that new members are needed for the committee. Every year leading up to the AGM, a very important role of the Chairman’s is to encourage (read: cajole) unexpecting club members into standing for the committee. It is an
annual surprise of any Chairman that these roles are not the hottest tickets in town - it certainly is to me! Losing valuable experience from the committee is kind of sad (or something
like it), but actually having others join is a great way of bringing in new ideas and keeping
things fresh. Some fresh energy and new input is always good for those ongoing subjects
of the committee’s, including ideas for growing club membership, supporting and identifying
diving for the coming season, and developing the best training mix going forward.
Other highlights of my time as Chairman include:
Getting involved with preparations for and taking part in the club’s 50th anniversary
events;
The time Mr Hamilton turned up for a committee meeting at my place well early, in fact a
whole week early :-)
....well, that is about it! As I said, it is a really easy-going role!
Depending on whether you are reading this before or after the AGM, there is - or soon will
be - a new Chairman. That is because I have done three years as Chairman - how time
flies when you’re having fun! And prior to that I spent three years as DO. It has been really
rewarding being part of the committee and helping manage the club. In fact, it’s been a
pleasure! I wish the new Chairman/woman/person all the best!
Matt Fry

“Paragraph eleven - Confirm”
by Mike Lindsay
Since I joined our club in 1996, to me the holy grail of diving has been Scapa Flow.
A story of derring do, intrigue and sheer determination. The innocent looking signal
from Rear Admiral von Reuter “Paragraph eleven - Confirm” sent the German High
Seas Fleet to the bottom of Scapa Flow. Read the many books about the scuttle,
especially Dive Scapa Flow by Rod Macdonald and you will know what I mean.
Trying to book on the trips over the years to Scapa had proved elusive. As soon as
they were advertised they were booked out. In 2017 a trip was organised for two
years hence, the 100 years annniversary of the scuttle and (No. I was not around
when the scuttle took place). My heart sank! All booked up in the twinkling of an
eye. Then our knight in shining armour appeared in the form of Pete Custerson
and he organised another dive vessel Valkyrie; sister ship to Valhalla. The ship
was skippered by Helen and crewed by Hannah and Nick.
First day on board, the Saturday was set aside to stow your kit and familarise yourself with the layout. Diving kit forward, midships the lounge and down the ladder to
the berths. Aft; was the mess which was absolutely stuffed with food that would
put a Spar Food Store to shame. Carol and I were staying in a cottage, so I did not
sample the delights of bunking up with any of my many diving chums below deck.
One comes to a time in life where you need to get things done. The saying “get
busy living or get busy dying” from
Shawshank Redemption comes to
mind. The bucket list gets longer the
time gets shorter. Tying a bow tie,
meeting James Hook stand off for
Wales International Rugby team and
learning the keyboard, are on my list
for example. Two out of three now
completed. Diving Scapa Flow was
high on the list for me. The title of One
Dive Mike has been bestowed on me
for good reason, you just need to look
at my log books. The question arises,
would I go all the way to the Orkney for
one dive? A pretty expensive dive in anybody’s book. Hell yeah!
Carol and I set off on Wednesday travelling north staying at Wigan in a lovely Spa
hotel, Mrs. Lindsay never slums it. On to Fort William there our last mainland stay
in Thurso, boarding the ferry at Gill’s Bay over to St. Margarets Hope. The drive
around Orkney to Stromness via Kirkwall was an eye opener, not the craggy dour
place we had in our mind’s eye, but open gentle landscape and a joy to drive
through.

We arrived at our cottage, which was facing the Stromness ferry port, beautifully furnished two bedroom, comfortable lounge, large TV with Netflix and off street parking. Shut up Mike you’re sounding like an estate agent! We installed ourselves and
set off to see what alcoholic delights we could enjoy. The Ferry Inn was our first stop
for Seafood Chowder some glasses of wine and an early night.
Sunday dawned and it was down to the Valkyrie for briefing, introductions and div-

ing. The divers comprised in no particular order Bill, Richard, Ray, Terry, Caroline,
Paul, Nigel, Keith, Martin, Tony and yours truly (Alan boarded on Monday, as we arranged to share costs and the diving days). Helen laid the law down, no removal of
artefacts from the wrecks, the safety regulations, no going on diving deck when cylinder filling was in progress and eat as much food as you can! A general discussion
then ensued, what do we want to dive?
The general concensus, nothing too deep for the first day. Dresden, Coln or
Karlsruhe. The 5,000 ton Light Cruiser Karlsruhe it is. Nick carried out the dive briefing. Martin acted as DM making sure we filled in the dive plan sheet and we were
ready.
Two years in the planning was coming to fruition. Unless they are a diver, nobody
can understand the anticipation in what this next step entry into the water would
mean to me. Our dive time was to be 30 minutes maximum. All kitted up Bill and I
stepped out into Scapa and an OK to Hannah on board then a swim to the buoy
which immediatley snagged around my cylinder - Bill to the rescue. Once free, an
OK, thumbs down and off to the Karlsruhe 25 metres below. At 17 metres there she

was, vis was about five plus metres, gas check
then turned left along the hull towards the
stern. The wreck is still discernable as a ship.
A slow swim along the hull, met two other divers as we hung above the wreck, plenty of
sea life, even a reasonable size lobster. At 100
bar and twenty minutes into the dive it was
time to surface. I elected to deploy my dSMB,
fed out about a metre of line and cracked the
gas bottle and then I noticed the line hooked
around the guide bar on the reel and it was
jammed!
Fortunately, I never completely fill the dSMB
so that there is some manner of control underwater, rather than rocketing to the surface. I
managed to ease little by little some shotline
off the reel and it deployed to the surface.
Quick gas check and signal to Bill to ascend
and we arose in a stately manner to six metres
for a safety stop.
At 25 minutes we surfaced and signalled to Valkyrie. The signal is two hands waggling like antlers either side of the head like children in a school playground. Don’t
ask!
The dive boat turned towards us, Bill climbed aboard the lift and it was only when
he reached the top, we found it was the wrong bloody boat! Leaning over the side
of Valhalla was our beloved DO with an irritaing boyish grin saying ‘want a cup of
tea then?’ My response does not appear in this article. Valkyre was soon there
and we were lifted to the deck and served immediately with our hot drink.
That dive was worth every penny, if I never jump into the water again (try dive
next week, Vobster a bit later and Florida next year excluded), this was going to
be my last year of UK diving but as they say - never say never.
Carol and I toured Orkney, visiting Skara Brae, St. Magnus in Kirkwall and the Italian Chapel avoiding the tempation of having my
photo taken next to the village sign of Twatt! We left Orkney with
such good memories, one of the highlights being Sarah’s birthday a
great way to say goodbye to Scapa Flow. Will I go back? No. You
cannot improve on perfection.
[100bar Mike? Ed]

Spotlight: Adam Goodley
Why did you decide to try diving?
I have always wanted to get into Scuba diving but I never committed to it, I
am so glad I did. Me and my brother searched online for a few weeks,
even went to see a few clubs and came across Bracknell and never
looked back!
What made the difference to get you signed up for training with 434?
We both had a good experience at the try dive and we knew we wanted to
join the club from that. The welcome was great, everyone in the club is
great and I can’t wait to get some more dives with the club in the future.
How did you find the training?
Training was great and very thorough which brought confidence. I liked the 1 to 1 instruction and the classroom sessions were very detailed. I was given the chance to ask lots
of questions.
Was anything a struggle?
Going every Thursday evening was tiring and coming in at 11pm, sometimes with wet
gear, meant work the next day at 6am was hard but worth it.
Did anything funny happen?
I had a laugh every time I went pool training to be honest. ( Editors Note: Interestingly no
mention is made of a certain trainee turning up for a lesson with an empty cylinder....)
How much diving have you done since qualifying?
Have done about 5 dives since and want to get more booked.
Favourite dive so far?
Swanage boat dive when we received our Ocean Diver certificate.
Do you want to do more? What gets in the way?
Yes I always want to do more, finding people to dive
with is the biggest problem at the moment, and the
fact I do not have a dry suit and it is coming into
winter! But I will be getting one soon.
What's next for you personally?
Next for me is Sports diver at the start of next year.
Anything you would change?
I think Ocean diver was a long process but at the
same time it was nice to have the confidence and I
really felt like I was ready to get into the ocean when
we went. But that said I do think it could be condensed down a little.

One Dive with Mike - Ruined for all other Divers?
I'd like to just start by thanking Peter and Sarah for organising such a wonderful
trip to Scotland, having never been to Scotland before this was a real experience, and I’d also like to thank our truly unique pair of skippers.
I shared the trip up and back with Richard Watson which was exciting as he's got
one of these cars that can drive itself. If I could have sellotaped my hand to the
steering wheel I could
have gone to sleep... The
car moans at you if you let
go of the steering wheel!
Funnily enough Richard
wouldn't go for that.
The first dive was with
Mike on the Karlsruhe, although the dive was brisk.
I was actually awake for
the briefing for this dive
and managed to identify a
large object on the bottom
called a ship and not much
else. Once we had
achieved this, Mike was
back up to the surface and
off the boat like a torpedo.
I completed the remaining dives with Tony who I am glad to say is one of the
most relaxed people I have met. This stood me in good stead especially when I
accidently knocked off his mask and caused a free flow. This would have concerned me, if I had noticed at the time, but he didn’t drown so no harm done
there.
I may have had a little problem with boat identification as well, having being
picked up by the Valhalla instead of the Valkyrie. Andy Hodgson was kind
enough to offer me a cup of tea whilst on board though. [Possible new SDC? Ed]
Finally, I think everyone on board would join me in thanking Tony for sacrificing
himself for the greater good by sharing his room onboard with Ray who clearly
has severe stomach problems, having cleared the lounge out on many occasions! By the way Ray, the beer really doesn't help!

By William Brooks

DO’s term is up.
Doesn’t time fly. My 3-year tenure is ending and it’s time for a change of
guard.
I didn’t know what to expect but I did appreciate the level of responsibility
associated with the role would entail.
The last three years have been as much a learning journey for me as it has
been for all those who have engaged in training and general diving within
our branch. Communicating with HQ and our previous DO’s has been commonplace, I’m sure they have had their fill of my endless questions.
As with all the roles I have played within the branch, I have thoroughly enjoyed the experience. So much that I would thoroughly recommend and encourage any of you to get involved in whatever level you can. You could be
surprised how much you get back from your involvement.
The dominant considerations for the DO is safety and education. The most
effective method of ensuring safety is through training, planning and practice. I know we all bang on about Risk Assessments and being ‘dive fit’ but it
really does make a difference. I thoroughly recommend attending as many
refresher courses and conducting personal skills drills as you can.
The single biggest danger for divers is running out of gas. Everyone knows
the rule of thirds but understanding how to plan seems to be a challenge for
some. Fortunately, we have not had a serious incident but in some cases
there could have been. Make sure you understand and conduct realistic
plans based on known gas consumption and decompression obligation.
We have been busy putting a schedule together for the 2020 season. A
great deal of effort has been put in by many to ensure we continue to provide a variety of diving opportunities. However, there is a need for more variety and ad-hoc events. Please get involved and make your diving aspirations known. If you don’t have the experience required to run a dive yourself,
please speak to a member of the committee or an instructor, we are all here
to help.
I keep on mentioning it, but the pool is a valuable commodity for you all to
practice and try out new or serviced kit. Use it, you are paying for it.
For those that have supported me in my role, I am truly grateful. I must pay
a special thanks to the Training Officers that I have appointed, performing
an exceptional service to the club, Jon Payne and Martin Hamilton.
Over but not out.
Andy Hodgson

A week in the sun with a 19 year old called Melody...
Hi, my name is MV Blue Melody and I was lucky enough to host a lovely group of
divers from somewhere called Brack Nell. I live on the Red Sea and when I come
close to land it's usually somewhere like Hurgada where all the nice people get
on and off. I think Brack
Nell must be further away
than Hurgada though,
maybe nearer Cairo, because they all looked very
pale skinned and spoke
with funny accents.
I counted 24 of them climb
aboard, all tired from a
long flight, they kicked off
their shoes and the helpful
crew took them away for
safe keeping. Everyone
settled down in my large, comfy lounge for a briefing and then up they jumped
again to put bags into my luxury upstairs suites and downstairs cabins. Everyone
got a nice snugly bed and en suite bathroom with air conditioning and TVs so it
was home away from home.
Then I heard someone saying it
was time to go "fettling" and I
could feel them all over my spacious dive deck putting diving kit
together ready for the next day.
The nice normal divers didn't take
very long but someone called a
"rebreather" diver seemed to like
fettling and was twiddling his bits
for much of the night.

I haven't really introduced myself yet so I am Melody, Blue Melody, and I was
born back in 2000. In 2016 I had a complete refit which was ever so exciting and
now I'm all clean and shiny again. I'm 38 meters from bow to stern and 8.3 meters from port to starboard with 13 twin cabins, a sun deck, TV lounge, dining
room and a lovely relaxing bar area with beanbags and sofas in the shade. My
dive deck has room for everyone and their kit, even the rebreather divers, and a
dive platform with two ladders and two Zodiac RIBs. What else could you possibly want.

Anyway Saturday morning everyone's woken at 6am for a 7am briefing and by
7.30 people are jumping in the water for the first check out dive which is Sha'ab
El Erg - as this is a Best of Wrecks tour the plan is to dive wrecks all week so
even the reefs are also wrecks. Everyone has a great dive and all the kit works,
even the rebreathers, so now we head off to Abu Nuhas which is where the
classic wrecks of Ghiannis D, Carnatic, Chrisoula K all live. Everyone loves
these dives and being 25 to 30 meters there's plenty of bottom time apparently I think that's a good thing.
Rosalie Moller is the ‘deep’ wreck here at 38m which was perfect for some
Sports Diver depth progression to 35 meters. However the twinsets and rebreathers went down to the prop which was even deeper and they all got ever
so excited. All my divers always love the Thistlegorm so we did two dives on
this, once outside and once inside. We'd have loved to stay for a night dive too
but time and tides were against us and we had to set off on the long, long overnight voyage to The Brothers.

The Brothers are two islands in the middle of the Red Sea, further south than
either Hurgada or Safaga and renowned for their two deep wrecks and often
some shark activity. The site had been closed to divers the previous year as
there were some incidents of sharks getting a bit nibbly. But as usual it was
the silly divers and crew who were to blame, chumming the water and then
acting like seals. Never a good idea when sharks are around. Well this time
the reefs and wrecks were stunning but the only bad behaviour from the elasmobranchs was when they didn't turn up :(
There was a slight misunderstanding on the last dive on The Brothers so that
when the last group of divers surfaced I had gone! He, he, he! They didn't find
it funny and were just planning on climbing ashore to camp for the night when
I sent my Zodiacs to get them. I thought they knew that I wasn't allowed to
stay anchored at the island after a certain time but something got lost in translation.

The next day was Safaga and the wreck of the Salem Express. This story is
so very sad and all the more so for being more recent. In 1991 this RO-RO
ferry hit a reef and quickly sank in the middle of the night with innumerable

loss of life including pilgrims returning from the Hajj. Many of my divers don't
want to do this dive as you can still see the belongings of the victims littering
the car deck.
At the end of the week we bumble back to Hurgada stopping off at a pair of
wrecks that were new to many of the divers, Al Kafain and El Minia. They were
great dives, one being an Egyptian Navy vessel sunk by Israeli aircraft and the
other a huge fishing vessel. They're roped together so you can start on one
wreck and finish the dive on the other!
After the last dive everyone washes off their kit and spreads it all over my sun
deck to dry. That night we have a banquet to celebrate a great week of diving
and there is even a huge roasted turkey dinner which is nice. This week my divers have consumed over 600 eggs, 672 meals and snacks, innumerable litres
of Sakara beer and duty free spirits, completed 361 dives which totalled 288
hours underwater. A diver called Matt did 1,004 minutes under the sea (I think
he was trying to get away from someone?) and another called Jonna went to
56.3 meters (also trying to avoid someone?).
Contented that nothing had gone wrong it was Friday morning again and all the
dive kit and bags were unloaded from my stern ready for transfer to the airport.
One of the divers did ask about where their shoes were but I knew they were
being kept safe - in a black bin bag at the back of the boat, along with all
the...black bin bags.
In hindsight this probably wasn't as safe as I had hoped. The rubbish bags had
been collected earlier and taken away in the back of a pickup truck for sorting
and incinerating. I bet someone thought all their birthdays had come at once
when they found one bin bag containing 24
pairs of nearly new shoes.
Some divers laughed, some divers fumed,
some said they'll turn up...or not!".
"

And mostly they did, eventually!
Nic Hallett

